
KPIT Adaptive AUTOSAR Virtual Engineering Workbench provides out-of-the-box Adaptive AUTOSAR cloud instance that allows jumpstarting 

HPC platform and feature development. Along with AUTOSAR configuration editor and reference applications, it allows customers to rapidly 

develop Adaptive services. Integration with ARM-based Graviton brings bit-parity between the virtual development environment and target 

deployment hardware. 

With simple instructions and steps, solution allows creating Graviton instance matching target platform with Adaptive AUTOSAR stack capable 

of dynamically adding services through OTA update channels. Cloud based environment can then be rapidly scaled globally. 

The solution provides seamless integration with CI/CD pipelines, further accelerating development lifecycles. 

Day-0 Development Readiness

Move straight to Adaptive AUTOSAR services 

development without spending time on setting 

up basic platform 

Scale Globally without constraints

With removal of dependency on target hardware  

for bit-parity, teams can quickly scale globally 

with consistent environment 

Virtual Development to Validation Solution

With cloud-based virtual validation already taking 

lead, enable end-to-end cloud based virtual 

development workflows

Environment Parity

Bit-parity of software build between the cloud 

and target deployment platform and eliminate 

intermediate builds

Benefits
KPIT Adaptive Virtual Engineering Workbench helps jumpstart HPC platform and feature development, while proving better parity with target 
platform and enabling global scale.

OEMs looking to accelerate HPC platform and feature development are unable to do so due to cumbersome technical and non-technical 

steps involved in bringing up the basic platform such as Adaptive AUTOSAR on a target hardware. OEMs are also struggling to scale the 

development globally due to cost and availability constraints of hardware platform. While certain virtualization solutions such as QEMU 

allow overcoming these constraints to some extent, it does not allow bit-parity between development and deployment environment. OEMs 

today, must spend time and resources in enabling basic platform, and what they need is environment to jumpstart the middleware 

platform and feature development, that can scale across global teams and provide reasonable parity with the deployment target.  

Adaptive Virtual Engineering Workbench

KPIT on AWS

Challenges 

Non-scalable, slow HPC feature development, integration and validation

KPIT Adaptive Virtual Engineering Workbench

Adaptive AUTOSAR out-of-the-box Graviton instance to jumpstart 
development



Features

KPIT Adaptive Virtual Engineering Workbench on AWS
KPIT Adaptive AUTOSAR Virtual Engineering workbench enables faster Adaptive services development for HPC platform and features. With Adaptive 

ready AWS instance, customer can start off with few simple instructions. Integration with AWS Graviton brings zero-day bit-parity between the 

virtual development environment and target deployment environment, with additional advantage of Adaptive AUTOSAR development readiness. 

Combined with AWS CI/CD capabilities, Arm based on cloud compute together with out-of-the-box Adaptive AUTOSAR readiness, OEM can focus 

energies directly on feature development and not worry spending precious resources on setting up basic environment. 

KPIT on AWS  | Adaptive Virtual Engineering Workbench

Adaptive AUTOSAR AMI for Adaptive Machines in Cloud
Adaptive AUTOSAR Amazon Machine Images (AMI) containing OEM OS and Middleware enables instant 

Adaptive AUTOSAR machines as level 4 virtual Adaptive ECUs in the cloud. AWS Graviton ready AMIs provide 

the ability to launch 64-bit ARM based Adaptive AUTOSAR Graviton EC2 instances and deploy application 64-

bit ARM binaries compiled for production hardware. Adaptive AUTOSAR Graviton EC2 instances serve virtual 

ECUs in isolation as well as virtual ECUs as part of test bench for integration testing and system validation.

Adaptive AUTOSAR SDK AMI for Adaptive Virtual Engineering in Cloud
Adaptive AUTOSAR Amazon Machine Images (AMI) containing OEM OS, Middleware, SDK and sample 

applications enables instant Adaptive AUTOSAR engineering workstations in cloud. It provides developers with 

secure, ready-to-code and AWS Cloud9 integrated developer workstations for teams of any size. New 

developers avoid spending days/weeks on workstation setup before their first commit. It empowers 

developers to focus on the code only they can write, making it easy for them to access the tools and resources 

they need without worrying about workstation configuration and maintenance. Pre-configured AMIs for 

specific Adaptive AUTOSAR projects enables engineers to get started with environment that's geared and 

ready for building, deploying, running and debugging their applications rapidly.
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